Previously, on Star Trek: A Call To Duty - USS Seleya ...

SCENE: Ensign Tana crawls around the lower decks of the Seleya, and he and his robot EMMA discover a monitoring device of some sort.

EO Ens Tana says: 
::scans the device, not touching it:: *CEO*: Tana to Hume. Sir, I've found something unusual in the deuterium injector room. Some sort of device. It's nothing I recognize. Definitely not one of ours.

SCENE: Various shots of the Seleya crew finding other monitoring devices over the coming weeks.

SCENE: General Disdain of Charnok, sitting alone on the Charnokan surface after the events with the Pathfinders ... the "wraith woman" appears to him - "What do you want in return?" he asks. "A little help taking on the Federation people who are most directly responsible for what happened here. The ship that is up there right now. The Seleya."

SCENE: Quick shots of the crew discovering the ODN data drain caused by game some children were playing onboard that seemed to be transmitting data elsewhere ... Geoff Ramsey explaining - "Some woman on the starbase sold it to us."

SCENE: Flash forward to New Al-Jihj, where EO Tana is working with local authorities to track down people attempted to sell plans for his robot EMMA on the internet ... flash to him bursting into the room of some terrified teenagers ...

EO Ens Tana says: 
# ::looks hard at the boy:: Teens: What you did was highly illegal. And I want to know where you even *got* the plans to EMMA from. And I want to know right now!

Human Boy says: 
# ::Gestures to a stack of PADDs:: EO: W-we hacked the data from a sub-wave transmission hidden in the broadband networks of local F-federation comm. relays ...

SCENE: The Wraith Woman & General Disdain approaching the old Seleya foe Balthazar ... "Bah, I have greater plans thatn simple revenge." "Even in the case of A'an Selzah?" the woman counters. Balthazar smiles.

SCENE: Kesh Suder's warning to Selzah after their adventure with Bolitho, "Be careful. On the Seleya ..... Someone on there was  intentionally flooding my mind with memories … I think someone is trying to hide. And after all that's happened, I think they're still there …"

SCENE: The Seleya approaches the J'Karen star system. Quick shots of the CO leading an away team to the surface ... the encounter with the Director, and the CO's realization something is happening ...

CO Cmdr Gomes says:
@::closes her eyes:: All: We were set up.

SCENE: The Seleya encountering the amalgam vessel made out of parts from various fallen vessels ... such as the Titan, the Pendragon, the Hercules, the Orion ... and the original Seleya.

XO Cmdr Aan says:
:: Taps red alert. :: All: this is damn peculiar.  OPS:  give me a status report on those ships.  I want to know how they got these components

Balthazar says:
# COM: Seleya: Hello A'an.

XO Cmdr Aan says:
:: Shakes the cobwebs from his mind and barks orders at the FCO. :: FCO;  Evasive action!  Get us out of here now!

SCENE: The ship's defensive systems powering down due to the corruption of the EO's mind ... the Amalgam vessel's brutal assault. Explosions ripping through the Seleya as it warps away to safety ... leaving behind their comrades on the surface ...

SCENE: ... on the surface, the phaser exploding as the away team is assaulted. The traitor standing revealed ... SO Ensign Magdalena Arkoff who steps forward to speak to the unconscious CO.

SCENE: "Who would? Who could?" Arkoff's image fades ... to reveal the Gamleasian Morosea Da. "Who else?"

And now, the continuation ...

USS SELEYA - STARDATE 10710.28

LEGACY - PART THE SECOND

"Repercussions"

=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= RESUME MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=

ACTION: 8 hours have passed since the attack. The Seleya is hiding in the Aidoree nebula. Orange and purple gas hovers around the battered vessel.

ACTION: Black scorch marks adorn a good portion of the engineering hull. The name of the vessel on the saucer section is scorched with torpedo fire ... making it appear spelled as S E L         A.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Standing in the darkened captain’s ready room, gulps down a bottle of water, then slowly makes his way to the door. ::

EO Ens Tana says: 
::in Sickbay, sitting on a biobed behind a passive restraint field with his knees drawn up against his chest::

ACTION: The inside of the vessel is worse. Most lights are out to save power ... on the bridge, part of the ceiling has collapsed ... wires and pipes hang. A few consoles are shattered. The dead on the bridge have been removed.

ACTION: The crew is dirty and tired. They have been working around the clock to keep the ship from collapsing on itself.

@ ACTION: Maor and Sumner awaken to find themselves in a strange looking pine forrest. It is chilly. They are in uniform, and feel bruised. They still retain their comm-badges, phasers, and tricorders. They are alone.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
: Steps out onto the bridge, and looks around, trying not cringe at the devastation. :: *OPS*:  Report, Lieutenant. What’s the status on regaining control of the ship?

# ACTION: Gomes awakens to find herself in darkness ... lying on a cold, concrete, floor.

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::On his way back to the bridge after receiving treatment for his injuries, his arm still a bit stiff::

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::gets up slowly, brushing himself off gently before retrieving his tricorder::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::opens her eyes and blinks, feeling sore from being passed out all that time. She sits up trying to get a feel of her surroundings::

EO Ens Tana says: 
::looks around the sickbay - it's quite crowded, with a few techs manning equipment and a pair of men at arms from Security watching him:: ::he knew by now what had happened::

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
*XO*: From what I know so far, not much luck yet... Last I checked, back in sickbay, our phasers and shields are still locked out..

# ACTION: Her eyes adjust to the darkness ... and Gomes sees a dim light shining from a hole in the ceiling. There are two chairs in the room, bolted to the floor ... a series of Starfleet uniforms dangle from a closeline in the room.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Brushes away the med techs hand as she tries to wipe the dried blood from his face. ::

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Exits the lift onto the bridge and looks around at the devastation, not changed a bit other than small debris being moved to ease manoeuvring and working:: XO: Most of his ship that I have seen is still a mess... ::Heads over towards his console::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::gets up and approaches the uniforms, hoping they are not what she thinks they are::

ACTION: Sickbay is filled with wounded. Tears, cries, and pain fill the air.

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::checks the tricorder logs to see if he can find anything, specifically the path they were taken along when they were brought here::

# ACTION: "Hello Alex." Gomes realizes she's not alone.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Nods to himself. :: *OPS*:  Alright, lias with Engineering and see what we can do to expedite recovery.   If we’re going to have any chance at all, we need to regain control of our shields and warp.  I'm going to head down to Sickbay and see what I can get from Ensign Tana.

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Leaning against the wall next to a doorway:: CO: Feel rested?

EO Ens Tana says: 
::draws his knees up tighter against his chest, every moan sounding like an accusation, every cry of pain, a conviction::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Looks around at the crushed bridge for a moment, then moves into the TL. :: TL:  Sickbay.

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Nods:: XO: Yes sir.. ::Pulls up a systems report, finding way too much red for his taste::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::looks to where the voice comes from and gulps, but then regains her posture:: Morosea'Da: Hello ... I am rested yes though if you wanted to talk you could have just asked. I admit I did not expect to see you again, nor did I expect you would steal my ship again

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Life holds many surprises.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: Indeed. So you have me and my ship to do with as you please. How do you think we can be of service to you?

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::sighs softly, looking to Maor:: CIV: Hey, you awake?

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: I don't have your ship. I'm leaving their fates in the capable hands of my associates. As for you ... well, since we now have plenty of time to spend together ... let's talk.

EO Ens Tana says: 
::had heard second and third hand about the amount of damage the ship had sustained - which wouldn't have been possible without his unknowing help. a frontline battleship shouldn't have been hurt this badly by some frankenship::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::studies the woman she barely knows but has learned a lot by reputation. Why is she back? Why didn't she kill her already as she had before?::

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Checks to see which systems are most in need of repair, and how much of it they need, then sets up an updated priority listing and sends it to engineering::

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::regains consciousness and notices he's caught under some bulkheads in his office::

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@::Glances up from his musing, considering the CSO's question:: CSO: Yes. ::Takes a cautious look around:: What's our status?

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: I never said no to a chat. Though I must say I don't appreciate not knowing the fate of my crew

Doctor Grey says: 
::Walks over to the EO's bio-bed, and shuts down the field ... and releases his restraints::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Waits till the doors close, then sags against one of the rails, trying to keep himself upright. ::  Self:  Why do you keep coming back for me?  Why is it so important to you?

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: To be honest, I asked for no interruptions ... so I'm probably not going to be getting any updates.

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: We're on the other side of the planet. They took the Captain elsewhere. We have two tricorders, two phasers, our communicators, and only our feet for transportation. It's not looking very good.

Doctor Grey says: 
EO: How are you feeling?

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: Oh, and some pips.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Straightens back up when the doors open and heads down the corridor to sickbay.  Looks around at the dead and dying for a few minutes, and then looks for Tana's bed. ::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: And I don't suppose you would change your mind on that if I asked

EO Ens Tana says: 
::doesn't look up and barely speaks above a whisper:: Grey: Fine.

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Light smile:: CO: Not just yet.

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Sets the computer to calculating an estimated time for the essential systems to get back into working order::

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: Good enough for me, Lieutenant. Any life signs around us?

Doctor Grey says: 
EO: I understand you may be feeling guilty ... but we have people dying, and we need this bio-bed. You need to move. And at the moment, the ship probably needs a few good engineers ...

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::scans around for biosigns::

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Meanwhile, he checks the energy levels on their batteries, hoping they will last until they can get main power back online::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Walks over to Tana's bed. :: Dr. Grey:  Hold off on that just yet.

ACTION: The CNS hears creaking nearby.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::does not return the smile and faces the other woman::Morosea'Da: Then lets chat

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: See if you can detect any power sources nearby, anything that can indicate sign of life near us.

EO Ens Tana says: 
::glances up at the new arrival and then goes back to staring into space::

Doctor Grey says: 
XO: With all due respect sir, you can quarantine him in a storage container ... but we need this bed.

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: Nothing besides some animals.

@ ACTION: The CSO & CIV hear an inhuman roar in the distance.

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: Yeah, like those.

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: To both questions? ::Pauses at the sound of the voice:: Right. I say we go that way. ::Starts making his way towards the sound of the voice:: See if you can detect how large that signature was.

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: I must say, the last few months ... serving on your ship, has been very enlightening.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Pulls his phaser and nods. :: Dr. Grey:  alright, let him up.

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::follows the CIV, still scanning::

Doctor Grey says: 
::Doesn't like the sight of the phaser, but doesn't argue ... let's the EO free::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::frowns::Morosea´Da: You infiltrated my crew. Very clever. Starfleet must learn to inspect their officers backgrounds better. Which one were you?

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Her image fades::

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: I have some good news, and some bad news.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
Dr. Grey:  Do we know the mental programming has been eliminated?

SO Ens Magdalena Arkoff says: 
# ::The peppy young Science Officer grins:: CO: I just wanted to thank you OH SO MUCH, Commander Gomes, for all the lessons you taught me!

SO Ens Magdalena Arkoff says: 
# ::The image wavers again::

EO Ens Tana says: 
::flinches slightly from the sound of the field being taken down::

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: Figures. What is it, Lieutenant? ::Ducks to avoid a branch::

Doctor Grey says: 
XO: I'm not a telepath, Commander. Doctor Sky is obviously busy. I hear the Counselor is pretty telepath ... you'd have to ask him.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::tries not to look surprised, though she is:: Morosea'Da: I suppose you killed the original. It was a good act, though she was a bit too clumsy. It’s a wonder the CSO didn't fire her

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: Well, the bad news is that I believe the Captain is still at the reserve office, and walking there is out of the question.

ACTION: The CNS, still under rubble in his office, hears something nearby.

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::gets up from his console and walks over to the engineering console to check up on some things there::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Holds the phaser down at his side. ::  EO:  let’s go Ensign.

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: The good news is that there's a transport hub about three and a half miles ahead. We just need to not die.

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Indeed. I'm sure he's kicking himself at the moment.

EO Ens Tana says: 
::without looking at him, swings his legs over the side of the bed and slowly stands:: XO: Yes, Commander.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: I am glad to hear he can still kick. You got me curious now. What precisely did we teach you?

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: Easy enough. Plot us the quickest route to that hub and let's head that way, we'll deal with anything that comes our way in due time. ::Pulls out his traicorder::

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Your strengths. Your weaknesses. Your passion. You are certainly a different lot than some of the past incarnations of Seleya crew I've had to deal with ... which is precisely why I need you.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Leaves the doctor to do her work, and heads down the corridor to the TL, keeping Tana next to him. ::  EO:  Anything you want to tell me Ensign?

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::glances to the CIV, then points straight ahead:: CIV: That way. Mind any trees in our path. ::draws his phaser, still scanning and recording::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Taps his combadge. :: *CNS*:  A'an to Gnav.

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::tries to get out of the rubble, but doesn't succeed in that as he hears something::

EO Ens Tana says: 
::walks at a slightly shuffling pace:: ::was about to answer that he didn't understand the question, but takes the convenience of the comm call to not answer at all::

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::then the comsignal enters::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: Without meaning to underestimate your learning abilities, I think you would need a bit longer than that to learn all that you claim. I am rather surprised you would need me for anything. Do you mind elaborating?

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::Vonir tries to get his hands to the badge, but doesn't succeed the first time:: Self: Damn.

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: Any power sources beside that one? ::Continues walking in front of the CSO::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: motions the EO into the Turbo lift and steps inside. :: TL:  Bridge.

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Gets off the wall, and raises a finger:: CO: Not just yet.

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: Negative, Commander.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Leans against the opposite wall of the TL and looks at Tana. :: Tana:  How do you feel, ensign?

EO Ens Tana says: 
::staring at the carpet:: XO: Fine.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: As you must know, the quest for information is one of my priorities. I am very curious. What is this place?

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Notices the power problem isn't in the main power being offline, but rather it not getting where it is needed::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::looks around the darkness, still not sure of what the uniforms on the wall mean::

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::can't reach his badge due to the bulkheads and things lying on top of him::

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: Right. Modify your traicorder to emit a distress signal using the power source you're detecting as a template. Modify that signal to a zero point one variation of it, hopefully whoever is here won't take much notice of it but the Seleya crew will. Assuming they're even looking for us.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
EO:  Do you remember anything?  Anything that might help us?  We're still locked out of many of the ships main systems and were running short on time.

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: A nice little structure I put together in this planet's North Atlantic ... ::Steps through a few puddles::

CMO Dr Atreides says: 
::Finishes up treating one of the injured and looks around sickbay, taking in the destruction and repair work going on while he and his staff are dealing with the aftermath::

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: Um... could you do that? I'd be breaking an order if I stopped recording.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Frowns at the CNS not answering and taps his combadge again. ::  Engineering:  I need a repair team to head to the CNS's office.  Either he has lost his com ability or he may be in trouble.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: I see. Interesting place, a little low on decoration though ... and lighting

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: You're wondering about the uniforms.

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: Stopped recording what, Lieutenant?

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: The Captain said to scan and record everything.

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Notices a temperature warning on the computer core and checks out the system, running a diagnostic of the sensor installation giving the alert::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Steps out onto the bridge and motions the EO to follow him into the Captains ready room. Takes a seat behind the desk, but doesn’t touch anything on it. ::  EO:  Have a seat, Ensign.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: Indeed. I have a few hypothesis, all include death in them. Perhaps you have an alternative explanation?

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: Ever heard of multitasking, Lieutenant? ::Glances up and scans their immediate area:: Quiet down.

EO Ens Tana says: 
::does as ordered, staring at the edge of her desk::

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: You're right on the money, Commander. ::Snaps a finger, and the lights brighten in the room::

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::wonders why the CIV asked a question, then told him to shut up; holds his phaser at the ready::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::closes her eyes in the immense light, then opens them again to see::

# ACTION: There are seven uniforms, all battered, bloodied and damaged in strange ways. One seems to even have Borg technology on it. Six of them are "modern" uniforms ... one is a slightly older one, with a black jumpsuit and red shoulder-pads indicated the prior uniform of a CO.

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Looks at the XO and EO as they enter and leave the bridge a few moments apart, walking over to his own console::

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@::Slows down his pace, cursing mildly:: Out loud: Damn. ::Turns at the CSO's direction:: CSO: Stay sharp.. ::Lowers his voice:: We're being followed. ::Resumes his normal walking pace::

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::looks at the uniforms::Morosea'Da: A nice collection. Trophies?

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Each leader, in their time, has had to face death. Prior COs of the Seleya certainly have. You haven't yet. Consider this your first lesson. And this ... some history ...

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::wonders what sound he heard::

ACTION: A light suddenly shines on the CNS' face.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Sits in silence for a few moments, and then speaks. :: EO:  It's not your fault Ensign.  If I had a credit for every time we had to deal with someone manipulating us, I could probably buy a moon or two.

CMO Dr Atreides says: 
::Gives a random engineer an injection as his life signs are dropping in front of Paul's eyes:: Self: We can't lose another one! The paperwork is just gruesome!

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::nods, acting as if nothing was going on:: CIV: At any rate, we still have our communicators. If the Seleya needed to find us, it wouldn't be hard.

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::in a reflex he closes his eyes:: Self: What the...?

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
EO:  But right now, I need to know if you can remember anything that might help us.  Anything at all.

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::slowly reopens his eyes to have them get used to the light:: Someone: Who's there?

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: Thanks to you I already did face death but then I was a mere science officer. Let’s call it your lesson to me. In any event, you collect leaders' clothing? Doesn't seem that interesting. Or you had something particular against these people?

CMO Dr Atreides says: 
::The aforementioned random person slowly stabilises in front of the good doctor's eyes, saving him quite a bit of paperwork::

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: How far are we from the  hub?

EO Ens Tana says: 
XO: No sir. I have no memory of doing any of the things I'm told I did.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Nods in silence for a moment. :: EO:  No....no I guess that would be too easy.

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Stops at the uniform on the far end, which has a bloody gash in the stomach area::

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Lt. Jg. Judzec Viren, officer on the Seleya, severe injuries suffered. Died when they were forced to remove his symbiot.

EO Ens Tana says: 
::looks up:: XO: But I can figure it out.

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Goes to the next uniform:: CO: Ensign Charles DeLindt, Counselor of the Seleya, died due to knife wounds to the neck.

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::The next:: CO: Lieutenant Eman Ekaf, Chief Tactical Officer. Assimilated by the Borg, and then murdered by the Seleya crew.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::watches the woman, knowing she means to intimidate but wondering what’s the final point. She listens to the stories, hiding her emotions::

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Sends a message to engineering, notifying them of the problems, despite knowing they are probably aware already::

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Lt. Cmdr. Corasha Lemille, Chief Engineering Officer. Also assimilated by the Borg.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: smiles to himself a little. :: EO:  I thought you might.

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Ensign Hemet Ref, Conn. officer. Died of a virus.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: The life of a Starfleet officer is seldom safe

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Comes to the last uniform ... the older one:: CO: You're no doubt familiar with this one ... probably what I'm most known for.

CMO Dr Atreides says: 
::Moves on to a patient with lesser injuries as all of the worst ones seem to have been taken care of, one way or another:: Crewman: This may sting a little! ::Gets an anabolic protoplase and starts to work on a rather large wound which barely missed a major artery after he was impaled on debris::

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@CIV: One and a half miles, sir.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Stands up and moves around to the front of the desk. :: EO:  Report to Mr. Pandora.  First priority is regaining control of the ship.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::looks at the uniform, without a clue who it belonged to::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
EO:  This is your chance for some payback Ensign, make the most of it.

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::slowly his eyes get used to the light::

ACTION: EMMA peers over the wreckage at the CNS. The robot gently moves some of the rubble, and then sets off a chime or two. Other footsteps are heard behind.

EO Ens Tana says: 
::stands:: EO: Aye sir. ::waits for dismissal::

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Sighs:: CO: Brinn. Captain Kitana Brinn. One of your many predecessors.

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@CSO: Make you way towards the hub, Lieutenant. Stop at nothing. If I'm not back within ten minutes once you get to the hub, find a way out of this place and get out of here. ::Runs in the opposite direction::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
EO:  Dismissed.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::nods suddenly realizing:: Morosea'Da: I never met her personally. She was a fine officer, a great loss to Starfleet

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::nods, picking up pace towards the hub, putting the tricorder back in his pocket, leaving it on record::

ACTION: A few engineers arrive at the sight of the CNS' office, and starts moving wreckage off him ... EO Y'dren pets EMMA - "Good job, EMMA!" EMMA doesn't respond.

EO Ens Tana says: 
::turns sharply and leaves the ready room to exit on to the bridge, looking around for and quickly finding Pandora:: OPS: Lieutenant Pandora?

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@::Makes his way towards where he assumed where the people who were following them::

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: You said you've faced death. But what about the deaths of those who fall under your responsibility?

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Looks around from his console to see Tana again:: EO: Ensign.. How can I help you?

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Follows the EO out onto the bridge, then heads to the Captains chair, waiting for word from the engineering team about the CNS. ::

EO Ens Y'dren says: 
CNS: Counselor, are you all right? Do you require medical attention?

CMO Dr Atreides says: 
::Finishes off the wound:: Crewman: Interestingly enough this gave some scarring which isn't supposed to happen. So schedule an appointment with one of the nurses and we'll get that taken care of. ::We need to find a way of isolating my healing powers so we can use them on other people.::

Crewman says: 
::Nods and assuming he's cleared for duty leaves sickbay, slightly shaken by the whole experience::

Doctor Grey says: 
::Walks past the CMO:: CMO: We've found four more dead ... whole ceiling came down on them ... that's 48 total.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: Those are more painful than my own as you must well know by now. A Commanding Officer deals with it by doing even better next time. To prevent it from ever happening again

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Exactly. This is about learning. About becoming something better. Pain and learning. Death and growing. ::Slaps hands together:: All unified together.

CMO Dr Atreides says: 
Grey: The ceiling came down on them?! Remind me to have a very long talk with whoever designed this ship, preferably one involving dental tools. 

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::hears someone talk:: EO: I got stuck underneath these bulkheads, but I don't know if I need medical attention. ::tries to stand up and notices his ankle hurts like hell::

EO Ens Tana says: 
::stops some distance away from Pandora:: OPS: I have orders from Commander A'an to track down the problems.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: all very nice philosophy. But what is it that you want exactly?

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
EO: Well, now I know.

ACTION: The engineering team starts to remove the wreckage from the CNS.

ACTION: There is a creak on the bridge ... and suddenly the CO's chair's support crumbles, and the chair falls over.

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::keeps his phaser in hand as he runs::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Motions for the security team on the bridge to flank the EO from a moderate distance, just in case. ::

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Nods:: EO: First things first.. Computer core temperature is approaching red line.. The cooling systems seem to be failing... Get down there with a team to correct it.. Engineering is already aware and should already be on it, but the more manpower they get, the quicker we can fix it and the lower the chance of data corruption of complete loss...

@ ACTION: Out of the corner of his eye, the CSO notes two animals that look like massive purple hounds running parallel to him.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Falls with the chair and just lays on the floor for a moment, shaking his head. ::

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::slows down a bit, keeping an eye on the hounds::

ACTION: Most of the crew on the bridge turn to look at the XO with concern.

@ ACTION: The hounds slow, keeping their distance.

@ ACTION: On a far hill, the CSO can spot a small building.

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Looks around at the XO, noticing he is now on the floor, the chair he was occupying laying there next to him::

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Waves everyone off, and slowly gets to his feet, trying to ignore the renewed ache in his back. ::

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::picks up the pace again, heading for the building, keeping some attention on the hounds::

CMO Dr Atreides says: 
Self: If this wasn't a federation ship I'd swear someone cut costs around here to increase their profit margin. ::Applies dermaline gel to a burn wound sustained by one of the injured caught up in a blast::

EO Ens Tana says: 
OPS: Yes, Lieutenant.

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: For the last 10 years ... ever since Brinn. I've been running ... fighting ... stealing. Trying to make some semblance of my life by vengeance upon a ship named after a mountain and whoever happened to be commanding her at the time.

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
::his face winces with pain:: EO: I guess I broke my ankle.

ACTION: The engineering team pulls the CNS out of the wreckage.

EO Ens. Y'dren says: 
::Nods at the CNS:: *XO* Commander, we've found the Counselor. His ankle is broken, so we're going to have him treated. Do you need to speak to him?

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: You talk to me about learning but what you tell me makes little sense. The Seleya you knew is destroyed and a new one was built which happens to share the same name. Even most of her crew is different

EO Ens Tana says: 
::walks off the bridge without looking back and steps into a blessedly empty turbolift, ordering it down to the engineering decks::

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Indeed. My quest for vengeance is done. So now I need to change ... I have a greater, broader plan in mind. But for it to succeed ... I need to change.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: kicks the chair, momentarily giving in to anger and exhaustion, then moves to his own consol and starts working on some plan of action. ::  *EO Ens. Y'dren*:  Negative, tell the CNS to get back to me as soon as he's been treated.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#::gulps:: Morosea'Da: Most change is good, if it means evolution in the right direction

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: Violence and conflict often perpetrate change. To ensure I ... evolve, I need a nemesis. One that is smart. One that is cunning. One that is ready for what is to come. And will stand in my way. ::Looks into her eyes:: I'm hoping that will be you.

OPS Lt Pandora says: 
::Runs another check for system status, seeing a few small improvements from the previous check::

EO Ens. Y'dren says: 
*XO* Aye, sir.

EO Ens. Y'dren says: 
CNS: Looks like we're going to have to give you a temporary fix here ...

@ ACTION: The hounds vanish from sight.

CO Cmdr Gomes says: 
#Morosea'Da: You benefit far more from having me as an ally. I am sure we can work something out, even after all that you've done. No one is beyond hope

CSO LtJG Sumner says: 
@::fights the nervousness as he sprints on::

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
EO: I hope you're good at that too. Besides, what has happened anyways?

EO Ens. Y'dren says: 
::As she begins to treat the CNS' ankle:: CNS: We were attacked. Badly.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: Shakes his head, not sure what he can do about anything. ::  *Shuttlebay 1*:  Kerrigan, I need you to set ups a series of flights to the border of the nebula.  I need to know where Bal...What the enemies’ position is; if he's patrolling or just waiting stationary.

CNS LtJG Gnav says: 
EO: I guess I've missed a lot of the action. The only thing I remember is the ship heavily shaking.

FCO Ens. Kerrigan says: 
*XO* Zzzzztttt ... aye, sir ... ZZZTTTTTT ... shuttlebay doors were damaged in the attack ... ZZZZTTTTT ... you'll have to give us time to get them open ...

EO Ens Tana says: 
::gets out of the turbolift on the engineering deck and gasps at the carnage:: Self: Goddess....... what did I do?

CIV Cmdr Maor says: 
@::Pauses in his search, keeping at the distance from his spot on top of a branch up a random a tree. Frowning, he silently leaps down to the surface. Wordlessly, be begins prodding clues around him:: Self: About five of them.. ::Pauses in thought before he leaps back the tree he was on a few minutes ago and continues leaping at the path they took::

Morosea`Da says: 
# ::Smiles:: CO: Spoken like a true diplomat. Let's see if I can hold you to that ... you see, what I have in mind ... it's going to change everything. Not just the Seleya. Not just your vaunted Third Fleet. Not just Starfleet.

XO Cmdr Aan says: 
:: clenches his teeth and shuts his eyes for a moment. :: *Kerrigan*:  Do what you can.  Keep me posted.

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: The whole Federation.

Morosea`Da says: 
# CO: And I want you to talk me out of it.
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